Abstract. The explicit residual-based a posteriori error estimator for elliptic partial differential equations is reliable up to the multiplication of some generic constant which needs to be involved for full error control. The present mathematical literature takes this constant from the stability and approximation properties of Clément-type quasi-interpolation operators and so results in an overestimation of the error which is bigger than for implicit and more expensive a posterori error estimators. This paper propagates a paradigm shift to start with an equilibration error estimator technique followed by its efficiency analysis. The outcome is a refined residual-based a posteriori error estimate with explicit constants which leads to slightly sharper error control than the work of Veeser and Verfürth in 2009. A first application to guaranteed explicit error estimation for two-dimensional nonconforming and a generalization to higher-order finite element methods conclude the paper. 1. Introduction. Explicit a posteriori error estimators [BS94, Ver96, Bra07] are an important and sufficient tool for adaptive finite element methods in the numerical treatment of elliptic second-order partial differential equations, since they allow cheap calculation of refinement indicators and of some quantity η that is equivalent to the energy error e up to reliability and efficiency constants C rel and C eff . That is,
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The proof for the reliability of the explicit residual-based a posteriori error estimator η usually involves Clement-type quasi-interpolation operators [Clé75, SZ90, CF00] and is nowadays explained even in textbooks [Bra07] on the finite element method. The finite element method discretizes some domain Ω R The three terms on the right-hand side of (1.1) no longer enjoy any Galerkin orthogonality in the sense that they vanish for nodal basis functions as test functions. Instead the additional fluxes allow for an immediate application of Poincaré and Friedrichs inequalities to derive an a posteriori error estimate in one strike. This circumvents the usage of the approximation and stability estimates for some quasi interpolant with multiplicative constants. The proposed paradigm shift is the estimate in one direct approach without explicit quasi interpolation.
The special design of some equilibrated Raviart-Thomas element q È RT 0 ÔT AE Õ and some approximations f AE È P 0 ÔT AE Õ of f and g AE È P 0 ÔE AE ÔΓ N ÕÕ of g with div q f AE 0 in Ω and q ¤ ν g AE along Γ N on the dual mesh T AE allows the control of the first two terms of (1.1) by
Here, f T È P 0 ÔT Õ denotes the piecewise integral mean of f , g E È P 0 ÔEÔΓ N ÕÕ denotes the piecewise integral mean on the Neumann sides EÔΓ N Õ, and h T È P 0 ÔT Õ is the local element diameter. Our main result, Theorem 3.1 below, controls the last term of (1.1) by the novel explicit residual-based a posteriori error estimator
Here, f ωz is the integral mean of f over the node patch ω z if z is a free node, and f ωz 0 for nodes on the Dirichlet boundary. Hence, for constant f the quantity ηÔzÕ vanishes for free nodes z È M.
This makes this paper the first attempt to quantify the reliability constant in the refined explicit residual-based a posteriori error estimator [CV99] which involves patch-oriented data oscillations rather than the (possibly much larger) volume Downloaded 08/17/15 to 141.20.210.43. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php contribution of the form mesh-size times source function. This opens the door to explicit bounds for reliability constants for averaging schemes [CB02] as well, which are extremely popular in the applied computational sciences. Moreover, this is a twofold improvement compared to the result of Veeser and Verfürth in [VV09] and gives rise to further developments. First, the error estimator no longer contains the volume contribution mesh-size times the source term and solely utilizes data oscillation terms. Hence for a large global constant f , the novel upper bounds might be far superior. Second, the multiplicative constants are significantly improved as illustrated in the subsequent benchmark example. The upper bound of [VV09] reads
As a small example, uniform cross refinement of the L-shaped domain Ω Ô¡1, 1Õ 
The interchange of notation on the local geometry leads to a possibly unfair comparison. However, the results of [VV09] plus some straightforward computation yield the aformentioned estimate with some volume term with f ¦ 0 and the constant in front of this standard edge-jump term is 17.3721 (or even 38.0007 if patch (E) from Figure 3 is included) instead of 2.3952.
The remaining parts of the paper are organized as follows. Section 2 explains the design of the equilibrated fluxes used for the derivation of the novel explicit residualbased error estimator in section 3. Section 4 proves the main result, Theorem 3.1 from section 3. Section 5 shows that our main result implies the explicit bounds from [VV09] with even better constants for some benchmark example. Section 6 compares three guaranteed upper error bounds for some Poisson model problem. Section 7 applies the results to the nonconforming finite element method. Section 8 concludes the paper with an extension to higher-order finite element approximations. 
The set N ÔT Õ contains the n 1 vertices of the simplex T È T , while EÔT Õ contains the n 1 sides along its boundary T and N ÔEÕ consists of the n vertices of the side E È E. All elements that share the same vertex z È N form the set T ÔzÕ : 
The lowest-order space of Raviart-Thomas functions on T reads
. . , a n Õ´.
The dual mesh T AE is well established in the finite volume methodology and connects each center midÔT Õ of an element T È T with the side midpoints midÔEÔT ÕÕ (and the edge midpoints for n 3) and nodes N ÔT Õ and so divides each element T È T into Ôn 1Õ! subelements of volume |T | ßÔn 1Õ! and every side E È E into n! many subsides of volume |E| ßn!. 
0Ù of the dual mesh T AE and its neighboring elements
The suggested design employs an interpolation
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with
with N AE ÔE AE Õ N ÔEÕ Ø zÙ. This suffices to define the set
Remark 2.1. By design, any q with
The patchwise minimization computes
This leads to some equilibration error estimator similar to the Luce-Wohlmuth error estimator [LW04] and very close to the recent suggestions of [Voh11] . Our design mainly differs in the choice of the divergence to allow for a very easy estimation of Operator interpolation arguments as in [BL76, BS94] then allow the bound C p ÔT Õ Ô1ß2Õ 1ßp 1 for all p È Ö1, ×. For p 2 n, [LS10] recently showed the refined result C 2 ÔT Õ 1ßj 1,1 with the first positive root j 1,1 of the Bessel function J 1 .
Remark 2.4. For n 2 there is an elementwise design similar to [LW04, BS08] . For interior nodes there is one additional degree of freedom, because Curl ϕ AE z È RT 0 ÔT AE ÔzÕÕ is divergence-free.
Proof. Existence of q. The search for q ω AE z È QÔT AE ÔzÕÕ for a free node z È M describes some Neumann problem and requires the equilibration condition of the constraints, namely, ÷
This property is well-known and proved, e.g., in [Voh11, Lemma 3.8]. An integration by parts, div σ h 0 on every T È T AE , and E ϕ z ds |E| ßn, yield for the piecewise 
This orthogonality and elementwise Hölder and Poincaré inequalities with Poincaré 
The summation over all n 1 many nodes z È N ÔT Õ concludes the proof
The trace identity on the element ω E T convØE, pÙ (the proof is a simple integration by parts plus elementary geometric calculations) shows
The chain rule and the Poincaré inequality
A sum over all E È EÔΓ N Õ and a Cauchy inequality conclude the proof. The proof of the remaining inequality h The new proposed guaranteed upper bound has the form
The Poincaré-Friedrichs constants play a dominant role in the subsequent theorem, 
For each (of the n! many) T AE È T AE ÔzÕ with N ÔT Õ N AE ÔT AE Õ Ø zÙ (depicted in Figure 2 for n 2), div σ AE
The combination of the previous four estimates leads to
For any non-Neumann side F È E AE ÔzÕ, elementary calculations show 
For any F È F , the side patch ω AE F consists of one or two neighboring elements T AE convØF, midÔT ÕÙ È T AE , where midÔT Õ is the midpoint of the simplex T È T with T AE T . The trace identity for any T AE convØF, midÔT ÕÙ, reads, for any
Their weighted summation leads to 
The sum over all F È F ÔzÕ and a Poincaré or Friedrichs inequality for 
A Hölder inequality concludes the proof.
A new proof of the explicit Veeser-Verfürth upper bounds.
This section shows how to retain the explicit upper bounds from [VV09] with even improved constants in benchmark examples. To express our results in the notation from [VV09] , 
Proof. Follow the proof of section 4 with f ωz 0 for every z È N to obtain
Then, it is easy to check that ηÔzÕ m 1 ÔzÕμÔzÕ and ηÔEÔzÕÕ m 2 ÔzÕμÔEÔzÕÕ. This section concludes with a few comments on and comparisons of the new upper bounds and the Veeser-Verfürth upper bounds. Remark 5.3 (anisotropic meshes for n 2 p). The proofs in this paper employ the isotropic Poincaré or Friedrichs inequalities for the usual (and that means isotropic) Sobolev norm. Hence it cannot be expected that the resulting error estimator is robust with respect to anisotropic meshes like those of the cross refinement of uniform axi-parallel rectangles in two dimensions with a mesh-size d and h in the first and second components, respectively, for h d and large aspect ratio κ : dßh.
The geometry leads to m 2 ÔzÕ ü κ ¡1ß2 , which tends to zero as the aspect ratio κ tends to . One possible interpretation is that the novel upper bound is more robust than the Veeser-Verfürth bound in the edge-jump term.
Example 5.4 (two-dimensional L-shaped domain example). This example illustrates that the new estimate is indeed comparable to or even sharper than the reliability constants of [CF00, VV09] . Table 2 . Also in this case, the improvement is still significant. A further comparison is possible with [CF99] and computer-based constants.
Comparison of guaranteed upper bounds. This section compares the three guaranteed upper bounds
While the last two estimates are fully explicit and easy to compute, the first one is a very sharp but is also a more expensive a posteriori error estimator. Table 3 shows their values and efficiency indices compared to the exact energy er-
Res AE for the L-shaped domain in some Poisson model problem with constant right-hand side f 1 and discrete flux σ h ∇ u h of the P 1 -conforming finite element solution u h È P 1 ÔT Õ CÔΩÕ on the uniform cross refinements T discussed at the end of section 5. The exact solution is unknown; however, the Galerkin orthogonality allows us to compute the energy error by u ¡ u h The comparison of the efficiency indices of all three estimators of Table 3 reveals some behavior like η RVV 2.5 η RCM , η RCM 3 η LW , and η LW 1.5 e . The comparison favors η RCM on coarse meshes.
Fully explicit error control for two-dimensional nonconforming FEM.
This section discusses an application to the error in the nonconforming finite element method which involves the set of Crouzeix-Raviart functions 
where ∇ NC is the piecewise gradient. The error analysis in [CMx1] shows
ith μ :
for n 2 and the nonconforming residual Res NC ÔvÕ : 
Proof. Apply Theorem 3.1 to the transformed residual (7.2). 
The arguments about the estimation of quantity II have to be modified as follows and lead to the constant c 3 ÔzÕ. Since Öσ h ¤ ν F × F 0 on every edge F È E AE ÔzÕÞF, the second term reduces to 
